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PUG. 1 3aBUCUMOCI7lb CKO ilpOXOdflu(eG MOu(H0CmU 
om OmHoweHufl rneKyueii d n u w  B O ~ H ~ I  K cpedHeG 

dnuHe BOnHbl 

from frequency to average frequency relation 
Fig. 1 Passing power standard deviation dependency 

@sl paseHcTea ycnoeMh npM cpaeHeHm ~ K B M A M -  
CTaHTHOrO M He3KBMAMCTaHTHOrO pa3MeqeHMh npMMe- 
HRnOCb eAMHOe n p e o 6 p a 3 o ~ a ~ ~ e  KOOPAMHaT, aHNl0- 
rMClHO [4]. B AaJlbHethleM MOXeT 6blTb OCyU@CTBneH 

06q~C1 anropMTM 0 6 p a 6 0 ~ ~ ~  cMrHanoB AaTrlMKoe. B 
KaqecTse TaKoro anropmMa MoaeT BbicTynaTb MHK. 

Peaynb~a~bi MoAenMpoeaHm npeAcraeneHbi Ha 
p~c .1 .  TaK KaK 0co6bii MHTepec npeAcTasnReT npoxo- 
ARWasl MOUHOCTb, nOCne npe06pa30BaHMR KOOPAMHBT 
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Abstract - The report is devoted to the analysis of exacti- 
tude of multiprobe microwave multimeter algorithms in a range 
of operational frequencies, comparison the equidistant and 
unequidistant arrangement of sensors. The analysis is pro- 
duced on basis of variance and covariance matrix. The opti- 
mum technique of complex signals and tracts parameters 
evaluation in microwave frequency band is developed. 

I. Introduction 
The measurement of a passing power and tract parameters 

with the help of MMM has a series of advantages. The multi- 
probe method essence is in measurement of parameters of a 
signal and tract through sensor readings, discretely installed in 
the tract. There are problems connected to immovability of sen- 
sors when the wavelength was modified. 

The introduction in practice of MMM measurements is hin- 
dered with unsolved problems. The principal problem is optimi- 

zation of the arrangement of sensors, as the algorithm of proc- 
essing, frequent properties and solution exactitude is connected 
to the arrangement of sensors. There are two modes of the 
arrangement: the equidistant and unequidistant arrangement. 
The equidistant arrangement allows using simple and exact 
algorithm sensor signals processing, taking into account a sig- 
nal frequency modification through a correction factor computed 
on the base of a sensor readings , but there is a critical wave- 
length, at which all sensors produce identical signals and it fails 
to restore a standing wave picture in a tract. 

II. Error estimation method 
When where each equation corresponds to a signal of the 

sensor and differs from consequent by a phase shift magnitude, 
a set of equations receives a matrix consisting of cosines and 
sinus of phase distances between sensors. With the purpose of 
deriving an information about the most successful sensors ar- 
rangement it is necessary to simulate the sensors arrangement 
by search of values phase distances, each time receiving new 
estimation and then to compare them. The definition of a crite- 
rion of a D-optimality is that a determinant of a variance and 
covariance matrix appropriate to a D-optimum plan is less than 
at any other plan. 

The least squares algorithm assumes for the realization 
availability of appropriate rather complicated and expensive 
computing devices. The more simple algorithms are used in 
practice. The equidistant sensor signal processing algorithms 
do not concede least square method exactitude, as they repre- 
sent a strict mathematical solution of a set of equations. The 
more information matrix determinant corresponds, the more 
steady solution is achieved. This general theory has an interest- 
ing singularity, if the sensors amount is equal to four, eight, 
sixteen and so on. Then it is useful to apply the unequidistant 
sensors arrangement on Chebyshev polynom base. 

111. Simulation results 
There were used four equidistant and unequidistant sen- 

sors for the analysis of exactitude in frequency band on vari- 
ance and covariance matrix base. The variance and covariance 
matrix in this case shows how sensors errors are transformed 
into intermediate variables standard deviation, and after coordi- 
nate transformation into passing power and complex reflection 
coefficient standard deviation. During simulation vaned fre- 
quency was used to average frequency relation. The imitation 
results are shown on fig.1. 

VI. Algorithms comparison 
There are two emergency situations, giving restriction: 

when a wavelength increases and an adjacent sensors reading 
unintelligible and when a wavelenght decreases so wave period 
is placed between an adjacent sensors and their readings be- 
came equal. In occasion, when adjacent sensor readings are 
equal or closely spaced quantity, to prevent zero in the denomi- 
nator, the sensors commutation has to be executed in the mi- 
crowave multimeter, shifting to the right or left side on distance 
equal to phase distance between a sensors. It requires one 
more sensor. Besides this, an expression gives information 
about wavelenght as arccose. 

V. Conclusion 
The MMM algorithm accuracy analysis and its proposed pa- 

rameters estimation methodics in frequency range permit to 
improve design MMM quality. 
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